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Traditional learning on biology requires morl.! of mcnll)f)' rnthcr than understanding. 
As better educational technology emerges. we nrc nbk to utilise the computer as an 
important tool in learning. Many educntional and pedagogical issues, particularly in 
the field or Artificial Intelligence arc looked at to help consider a good design for a 
computer learning tool. Existing computer aided learning materials are also studied to 
pinpoint their bdtur features and incorporate them into the learning tool. 
A learning tool is proposed for effective learning in relating facts, rules, text 
and graphics. This system wi ll have a Study Section containing notes that 
incorporates multimedia features to enhance motivation and interest of students. Apart 
from that , it wi ll have an intelligent Database Section where students arc given the 
opportuni ty to improve and test their knowledge. Not only thnt , th is section wi ll sec 
the interaction of students with the program as they arc allowed to add and remove 
information from the program. 
This learning tool would be developed fo llowing the Rapid Application 
Development (RAD) methodology. It will be programmed using Visual Prolog 5 I 
·1 he use or Visual Prolog 5.1 wil l help to make a presentable GU I as well a an 
1ntelhgcnt s stem As for the s stem requirements of the finished product. It \\Ould be 
able to run 011 11 ~ta11d-nlo11c (.;0111putcr with u CD-ROMtnoppy dn e and n generic 
hard dis!-. 
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1.0 I NTRODUCTION 
1.1 Uackground Study 
The problems with the conventional teaching approach to large classes, which relies 
mostly on the text books and the questions of the review exercises at the end of each 
chapter, arc well known. Apart from the fact that face-to-face consultation time 
between students and lecturers can never be sufficient, the amount of time required to 
mark a large number of assignments has usually prevented a lecturer from providing 
detailed feedback . 
In the past, the only way to reduce these problems is through providing more 
teaching assistants, which is generally very costly and has proved ineffective in many 
cases. Recently, the promotion of the Computer Assisted Learning (CAL) has targeted 
these areas. However, there were problems that came with CAL such as its difliculty 
to provide meaningful feedback to guide students in problem solving processes. 
The development of the lntclltgcnt Computer Aided Learn ing (ICAL) 1s an 
attempt to furt her advance the capabilities of CAL by applying various techniques in 
Art ificial Intelligent (A l). Specifically, ICAL adopts the "leaning-by-doing" as the 
basic instructional approach In this approach, students arc required to engage acti ity 
in the instructional process to formu late and test their ideas A t p1col ICAL pad.age 
contains 3 components the ~11owlcduc of domain, the knowledge of the lc:irna 
(student) und the ~11owlcdge te11chc1 s1mtcg1cs. 
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1 .2 Objectives 
In order to fulfill the requirements of students in having n complementary tool to do 
their own revision und improve their learning instcnd of merely rending the text book 
or notes delivered by the traditional instructor, the softwnre developed must be able to 
act as a supporting tool to fos ter effective learning by guiding and coaching them. 
There are several objectives that we will address in the development of this system: 
• To fully utilise the potential of Information Technology to improve learning. 
• To use Al techniques in the ICAL package to provide an effective and efficient 
tool for students to study Biology. 
• To encourage computer literacy among students. 
• To prove that computers can be used beneficially as an accessory in the process of 
learning. 
2 
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1.3 Project Definition 
When we talk about education, the first thing thnt comes to mind is schools, colleges, 
universities or some sort of physical inf mstmcturc where the process of learning and 
teaching takes place. Specifically for the subject of Biology. the conventional method 
of learning entails going to lectures where the lecturer will disseminate information in 
chunks. At this point, the student is expected to capture the essence of the lecture. 
After that, the student must read revision and textbooks in order to pick up more facts. 
There may be lab periods where the student can obtain practical experiences. 
However, since the theory and practical studies are usually held on separate sessions, 
the student will find it hard to relate the facts. In the end, the student will resort to 
memorizing facts in order to pass the subject. There will be no real understanding on 
the part of the student. 
This proposed system would attempt to address these problems. The utilisutinn of 
educational technology offers the opportunity and potential of restructuring the 
educational system to extend the learning environment beyond the four wnlls of the 
classroom. 
• The student would be able to learn nt a time and pince that suite; him because the 
software is always avai lable, unlike a lecturer. 
• Tht: intelligent features of the system would help to guide the student towards 
undcrstnnd1ng the suujcct 
• Mult1mcd10 features would he incorporntctl to enhance mo11vat1on and 
1111ch.:rstandi ng. 
3 
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1 .4 Project Scope 
This project will focus on the development of nn d1ectiv~ tool for learning Biology. 
The application will be localised on n particular Hiology ~uh-topic . This i~ because it 
would be impossible to cover the entire field of Biolog . Thl.! project will include the 
development of a system comprised of two muin components. They are the Study 
Section and the Database Section. 
The Study Section will contain information, mostly in the form of text 
accompanied with charts, pictures and explanatory graphics. Some of the 
terminologies of Biology might also be hyperlinked to their definitions to ease 
understanding of the subject. Navigation wi ll be non-linear and the user will be nhlc 
to browse through the entire contents at their leisure. The Database Section will 
contain a collection of facts about the particular sub-topic of l3iology we wish to tnU.. 
about. In this section, users will be able to test out their understanding nnd knowledge 
of the topic. In fact, this section can be expanded and its database enriched by 
accepting inputs from the user, therefore making it a dynamic tool for learning. 
This system wi ll act as a learning comparnon for students. I lowc er, because 
of the nature of this learning tool , it wi ll be important to provide an in-depth icw of 
the subject of Biology. As a result , the system will be; very focused, must be cu tom-
made and wi ll not be useful if applied in other liclds 
The tinnl product will be stoi cd 011 a l'D and can be u~ed on any ~ tand-alonc 
computer with n CD-ROM drive. Alternati vely, 1t can also he stored on flopp 
chskettcs uncl usl.!d on nny stu11d-ulo11c co111 p11tcr with a floppy disk dn\ c I IO\\C\ er 
4 
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this system wi ll not be able to 111teiact w ith the l11 1<.·11wt tH'! "1!! H 1 ~tdud~ Hl'Jwork111g 
surrort for use in a networked env1nHHnc11t It 1:-; m.11n h :1 :-;1:rnd-:1hlllt' ~' ~tcm 
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1.5 Methodology 
This project will be developed using the Rapid Appl icntiqn DevelC'pment (RAD) 
methodology. 
The RAD methodology is a very flexible methodology. It incorporates 
prototyping and user feedback as it's main mechanisms. It is usually chosen in cases 
where a large user community wi ll have significant input to the system, the 
requirements of the new system arc unclear, or there is a high degree of possibility 
that the requirements and feature set wi ll change as the project proceeds. 
RAD is the process of creating a new software system by involving the user 
community in all phases of the system creation. It implies a user driven design. 
Del iveries of the systcrn urc broken into several mi lestones, each containing murc 
system components than the previous milestone delivery. The first delivery is usually 
a prototype of the complete system to include system flow from form to form to 
report, etc. All appropriate users have a chance to review each delivery before work 
commences on the remainder or the system. User inpul to chnngcs is a core 
requirement to the success or th is methodology. RAD facilitates early u. er 
acceptance, and ensures that all important users of the system have input to system 
f unctionulity before its linal delivery. RAD development is an important tool in the 
ri sk management or a custom ~o lhvurc systt:m. 
6 
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RAD is a manifestation of Yi lfred Parc.!to's lin known as the 80 - 20 Rule. lt 
states that 80% of XX is caused by 20% of YY. More spccttknlly, 80°0 of the costs of 
a complete system are due to 20% of the features inclmkd in the sy$tem, Conversely, 
20% of the system costs arc due to 80% of th!! sygtem features. RAD methodology 
allows the most important 80% of the system features to rise to the top of the list and 
be integrated into the system - at a cost of 20% of the complete system. 
The graphic below illustrates a typical chain of RAD process events. Note that 
the left side doned line from 'Object Creation' through 'Return to Brainstorm, 
Requirements, Analysis' is optional. If the system designers are well versed on the 
system requirements then the fi rst R/\D deliveries may not have to be redesigned. 
Rapid Appllcatlon Oovelopmont (RAO) Methodology 
Return to 
Brainstorm, 5 Requirements. 
Analysis 
' I 
. 
. 
• . I 
. 
~ 
I 
\ 
I 
I 
\ 
\ 
'· 
ObJOCt 
Creation 
3 
Prototype 
Sy, trm 
6 Ftnahze Code 
7 Deh,&r Systom 
Figu1 c I· I: /\ <liaurum illustrating the R/\D methodology 
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1. Once the project development starts, the Brninstonn. Requi rements, and 
Analysis steps may be repeated until enough inli.mnntion is known to create a 
prototype. 
2. The prototypes arc mock-ups at this stage, and may be completely thrown out 
if necessary. Code is not deliverable quality. The prototypes will usually 
change signilicantly after user feedback, and the impact of these changes are 
minimized if the prototypes are bare bones - for visual and navigational 
demonstration only. 
3. The Object Creation and User Review steps can be repeated multiple times 
until the ·ystem is correct and accepted by the user community. Objects might 
include data entry forms, high profile management reports, engineer reports, 
etc. I 11 order to meet tighter schedules, ii 1s 1111portm11 jhr the gmup <~/ 11sers 
that are re viewing the prutotypes to commit lo 11111ely feedhm.:k . ln this 
methodology, the project schedule is often driven by the time taken by the user 
community to review deliveries. 
4. Optionally, if the User Review step results 111 fundamental change. Ill th\.! 
direction of'the system, the Orainstorm, Requirements, and Analys is stl.!p, can 
be repeated as depiet1.:d in the diagram above. 
5. Once all ot' the above steps are completed to the acceptance of the u er 
comnHinll) . the system code 1s finalized in preparation for fi nal dd1\ l!f) 
6. The system 1s delivered (wi th ull documentation ), installed, and configured 
lJse1s 111 1..: tw11H.:d. und the system moves into mu1nten11 ncc mode 
K 
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Advantages of the RAD methodology: 
1. rlexible and adaptable to changes. 
2 . Prototyping applications gives users n lllngihk dc1'cription from which to 
judge whether critical system requirements nrc being met by the system. 
Report output can be compared with existing reports. Data entry forms can be 
reviewed for completeness of all fields, navigation, data access (drop down 
I ists,checkboxes, radio buttons, etc.). 
3. RA D generally incorporates short development cycles - users see the RAD 
product quickly. 
4. RAD involves user participation thereby increasing chances of early user 
community acceptance. 
5. RAO realizes an overall reduction in project risk. 
Disadvantages of RAD methodology: 
I. Unknown cost of product. As mentioned above, this problem can be alh!viatcd 
by the customer agreeing to u limited amount of n.:\ ork in the RA I) prncc~~ 
2. It may be difficult for 1nany important users to commit the tune required for 
success of the RAD process. Un
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1.6 Activity Schedule 
The activity has been planned and the scheduling ' ill be bns~d on the fow sections of 
project development: Analysis, Design, lmplemcntntion, Testing nnd Documentation. 
The followi ng table shows the activity schedule from the beginning of the project 
until the Design phase. Note that the Implementation and Testing phase has not been 
carried out yet at th is moment. As for the Documentation phase, it is planned that it 
wi ll conti nue along the entire length of the project. 
June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan 
j Analysis 
Design i' 
Implementation -
Testing 
Q 11 
Documentation 'I' 
,H ' 
, . .. .. ~ 
Table 1- 1: Activity Schedule 
10 
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j 2.0 LITEltATURE REVIEW 
2.1 The Role of T cchnolov,y in Education 
One of the earliest insights into the cducntionnl applications of technology was that 
interactive computer-based systems admit the possibility of individualizing the 
educational process to accommodate the needs, interests, current knowledge, and 
learning styles of each particular student. Even the earliest drilt-and-practice based 
computer-assisted instruction systems, in which the student was exposed to successive 
blocks of textua l material and answered a series of questions posed by the computer, 
typically offered the advantages of self-paced instruction. 
In recent years, however. many researchers have begun to focus on thl! 
potential of technology to support certain fundamental changes in the pedagogic 
models underlying our traditional approach to the educational enterprise. Tcchnolog 1, 
thus, changes the way in which students and teachers interact. When students use 
technology to identify and collect in formation, they no longer depend on the teacher 
as the source of information. Schools, colleges and un iversities will no longer he the 
sole distributor of knowledge, and the learning process ' ill nm take place without 
the constraints of time and space. Soon it will be di fficult to actually categorise 
students as full-time or distance learners. /\s a matter of fact face-to-face lcarninu 
. -
may even hccome a supplementary activity in the future 
11 
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2.1.1 Computers and Knowledge Trnnsfcr 
The advocates of the transfer themy believe in lhl! importnncc of n well-structured and 
organised preparation and tnrnsfcrrnl of learning matcrinls for n tcnching process in 
which the learner takes up 1he role of the receiver of knowkdgc. Drill and practice 
programs and intelligent computer aided learning systems can support well-organised 
and structured knowledge delivery. They can provide a teaching situation in which the 
learner assumes n receiving role. Complete guidance is given by the software, and 
teacher interference is only required should the learner have difficulties with the 
functionality of' the sofiware. Additionally, these applications can generally provide a 
more stimulating and attractive context in which knowledge can be presented and 
exercises carried out than, for example, a book of exercises. 
2.1.2 Com1lUtcrs and Learning through Exploration 
Within the theory of teaching as an exploratory journey through the subjects under 
study, the learner is expected to have quite some influence on the kind of learning 
process, the pace at which learning takes place and on the subject area that is being 
studied. 
There arc numerous software applications that provide the learner wi th an 
en ironment in which he can adopt the role of an explorer (Scrimshaw 1997) 
Encyclopaedias on CD-ROMs and adventure games, for example, encourage students 
to explore. Wi thin these upplicut1011s the learner has control over the nature of and the 
order in which the subject 11mtc1111l is being u1,;ccsscd. Gnmes hove the udd1t1om1I 
advnntogc thut they tend to motivate students. Productivity tools, such as word 
processors nnd gr 11phics p111,;knges, otfor opportunities for teachers to set up spcci fie 
12 
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'landscapes' in which the student can then be encouraged 10 cxplon.· ccrtnm issues or 
concepts (Scrimshaw 1997). The teacher may, for exnmnk . pr~~cnt his students with 
a pre-Ii lied srircadshcct or dntahnsc for the student to explore. 
At the same time these kinds of applications have the inherent capability to 
adjust themselves to their users. Users can choose the level of complexity of their 
input they fee l comfortable with, thereby reducing the risk of frustration and turning 
learning into a motivating experience. 
2.1.3 Computers a nd the Intellectual and Emotiona l Development of t he Learner 
Following the growing theory means nurturing a learner's intellectual and emotional 
development. The subject under study is only relevant in regards to the impact it hns 
on the personal growth or the learner. 
Again, productivity tools, such as word processors and graphics packages, cnn 
provide a suitable environment. The learner can be left to be creative in words and 
pictures in an unstructured and spontam.:0 11s manner (Scrimshaw, I 997). Similar! . 
programming languages require the user to he creative and express his conception of a 
process. Databas\!~ allow for the stonng and retrieving of data in structures that are 
meaningful to the individual. 
11 
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2.1.4 The Promise of Educational Technology 
The following are a fow of the better-known cxampk~ of the sut·cessful application of 
technology to education in the United States of America (ns reported in the "Report to 
the President on the Use of Technology to Strengthen K- 12 Education in the United 
States, March 1997): 
• Blackstock .Junior High School (California): This school has ten "smart 
classrooms," including one in which students can use computer-aided design 
(CAD) software to describe products that are then fabricated using a computer-
controllcd nexiblc manufacturing system. Higher test scores and improvements in 
comprehension, motivation, and attitude have been reported for the predominantly 
I lispanic student body. 
• Carrollton C11y School /)1stnct (Georgia): Computer technology is used in this 
school district as part of a novel program that has succeeded in reducing the.! 
dropout rate from 19 percent to 5 percent, and the fai lure rate in ninth gmdc 
algebra from 38 percent to 3 percent. 
• Carter f,awrence School (Tennessee): Students in selected classrooms within this 
Nashville middle school used technology in various \vays as part of a program 
called Schools for Thought, which is based largely on constructivist principles. 
Sixth-grade SFT participants scored higher on a number of component~ of 
Tennessee's mandated standardized achievement test than students in matched 
comparison cla srooms, und demonstrated substantially stronger critical thinking 
skills in complex performance nsscssmcnts involving high-level readrng and 
writing tasks. /\bscntcc1sm nnd student withdmwul rates were nlso drnmnticall 
lower among SFT students. 
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• Christopher ( 'olumlms Middle School (New .J,•r s1 :\1): Perhaps the most widely 
publicised example or the successful aµpl icntinn or cducntiunnl technolog)', this 
inner-city school in Union Ci ty implemented n rcfonn progmm that (along with 
other important changes) provided nil sevcnth-grnde students and teachers with 
access to computers and the Internet, both at school and at home. The 
performance of its 91 percent Hispanic student population, the majority 
economically disadvantaged, improved from significantly below to somewhat 
above the statewide average in reading, language arts, and math. 
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2.2 The Psychology of Learning 
Learning is any relatively permanent change in hdHwiour ~or behaviour potential) 
produced by experience and not caused by physical maturation or growth (Baron, 
1989). 
Jennings ( 1993) lists four fundamental sources of knowledge: 
• 13elicving (or Authori tative Knowledge) 
• Thinking (or Rational Knowledge) 
• Sensing (or Empirical Knowledge) 
• Feel ing (or Intuit ive Knowledge) 
These four sources seem to interplay with each other in the learni ng process to build 
knowledge. We can either start from scratch and use a rational logic to come to n 
conclusion or we can accept an authoritative conclusion. r urthcr these could be 
modified via new intuitive or empirical ' evidence'. Many of the questions of learning 
theory revolve around whether teaming methods can be isolated, presumably as no 
teaching method can incorporate all at once. 
Regardless, cogni tive psychologists have determined that understandmg 
knowledge is the best way to learn. This way, the information will be semantically 
cncoded into the bruin, thus prolonging the time it takes for the in fonnat1on to 
dissipate from mcmo1 y. lks1dcs thnt, we also learned that rclatmg a piece of 
1111'urmntion to another piccc of information thut mny be known enhances memory 
results. ns suggested by the clt1hom tlt111 ltypotlte.,·1.,· (Cruik and Tulving, 1975). 
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Learn ing may also take place in the form of guided dtsco\'cry. which is one of 
the richest modes of learning. For example, a student ' ho is trying to answer a set of 
questions may inadvertently rnukcs mistakes. 1f guiduncc is given during this process, 
the student can discover new information previously not known to him, As the phrase 
' we learn throu}!,ll mistakes ' suggests, the student wi ll be able to remember the facts 
related to the incident much bener and learning will be more effective. 
Further, we gain knowledge in different phases. We don't, except for very 
trivia l tasks, become experts overn ight. Jonassen ( I 992:387) describes three such 
phases: 
• l11fr(l(l11cto1y Knowledge acquisition, epitomised hy the naive learner with 
no prior subject knowledge~ 
• Advanced Knowledge acquisition which must be attained to solve complex 
domain or context-dependent problems and ~ 
• l·:xp c'r/1se, where experts have an interconnected knowledge structure. /\II 
of these requi re different fonns of instruction 
/\s a wh<l le, all these issues of learning should he taken into consideration when 
designing learning tool s. 
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2.3 Computer Aided Learning (CAL) 
CAL is the term used to describe a system for k aming thut is usually interactive, self-
paccd and comprehensive which offers instruction nnd teaching. lt is an educational 
medium in which instructional content or activities are delivered by a computer. It is 
equivalent to Computer Assisted Instruction, Computer Aided Instruction (CAI), 
Computer Based Instruction (CBI) and Computer Based Leaming (CBL). 
Most CAL software are designed linearly and incorporates the use of behavioural 
modirications such as: 
• Applying appropriate knowledge reinforcers such as text, audio or video. 
• Shaping, chaining, modeling, punishments and rewards. 
• Scoring and/or monitoring systems. 
• Status of progress. 
CAL comes in various forms such as Drill and Practice, Simulations, Tutorinl nnd 
Game. 
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Firi.1 111ne 
mcorrccl 
First tune 
incorrect 
Figure 2-1 : Routing within a CAI. system. 
Correct 
Instruction 
Correct 
l11struc1io11 
Remedial 
Instruction 
Remedial 
Instruction 
Figure 2-1 illustrates the routing wi thin a CAL system. The infom1ation ' ill 
be presented to the user after a series of questions arc asked. If the correct an "ers arc 
detected, the next phase of instruction is entered. If the incorrect answers are detected, 
the instructional material may hi.: pri.:sented in a different format. If, after the material 
has been repeated, the student agai n nnswcrs 111corrcctly, then remedial mstrucllon 
mu. he presi.:nted. 
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CAL provides a number of benefits: 
• Appropriate use of CAL can release staff tim~, nllowing grenter investment in 
small group teaching. 
• Interactive and multimedia delivery systems enhance motivation and, if used 
effectively, reinforce learning. 
• Cal provides a student-centered learning environment tailored to the pace and 
learning style of the individual. 
• Student receives immediate feedback from the system. 
However, the disadvantage of these CA L systems include not being able to provide an 
explanation that will help resolve the misunderstanding of the problem. The system 
should generate a certain response to a particular situation, as a human tutor would he 
able to do. 
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2.4 Intelligent Computer Aided Lc:trning (IC AL) 
Intell igent CAL is similar to a CAL system hut nw1 c intdhg~nt iq giving guidelines 
an<l tutoring. While the trn<l itional CAI. wns mainly devdoped by educational 
researchers, who tried to solve their practical problems through non-Al techniques, 
ICAL was initiated by computer scientists, who tried to explore the capability of AI 
techniques in the process of learning and teaching. Specifically, ICAL adopts the 
" h!arning-by-doing" as the basic instructional approach (Sleeman & Brown, 1982). 
A typical TCA L system contains most or all of the fo llowing: a domain expert, 
a teaching expert , a diagnostic expert and a student model. A domain expert provides 
the knowledge of both procedural and factual that students need to learn. The 
diagnostic expert uses rules to analyse student responses. The teachi ng expert 
determines the strategy for teaching the student based on the current state or the 
student model. Through the interaction of these models, ICALs arc nhlc to make 
judgements about what the student knows, and how well the student is perforn1ing 
without the intervention of a human instructor. 
Mandi and I .csgol<l ( 1988) odvances the concepts further by emphasising the 
importance of providing llcxiblc and adaptive user interaction, providing different 
viewpoints for users to ncccss information, delivery of contents according to users' 
knowledge and skill level, and providing updated assistance to students according to 
user's learn ing progn.:sit 
Students can use the intelligent tutorial to evaluate their understanding of the 
subject, 1eviewin ij only tlm'ie sections thut need additional study The hints nnd 
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guide lines for solving the problems will dm·t·t and he lp l lK' ~tmknt-: ma~tcr the 
11articular topics. 
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2.5 Existing Com 1rnter Aided Learning Systems 
2.5. l Computer Aided Learning in Mnthem)ltics (CAL~t) 
The CALM Project for Computer Aided Leaming in Mathematics started m the 
Department or Mathematics at I lerint-Wntt University in Edinburgh in 1985. Heriot-
Watt University is a technological university with large groups of engineering, 
science and business undergraduates on its Riccarton campus. CALM has delivered 
successful and innovative teaching and learning lo large groups of undergraduates in 
each academic year since 1986. 
Calculus is an ideal medium to bring applications of mathematics to life. The 22 
units or CALM courscwarc produced cover the syllabus of a typical course on 
calculus with differentiation, integration, an introduction to numerical methods and 
clements or ordinary differential equations. Each unit includes the topics first 
encountered in approximately two lectures of the course. Mathematical modelling nnd 
the development or mathematics in Engineering and Applied Physics is an important 
feature of CALM. 
For example: 
I . S1u1i.: 1/ie Nute invi tes the students to work through a problem involving the 
fil ling or a cup from a colfoc dispenser encouraging design considerations, 
2. F1re111u11 is a model or the trajectory of water from a hose which properly 
directed puts out a fire; and 
Hsc:upt• /rn111 < 'oh/11: asks the students to work wi th calculus ond numerical 
methods to solve :rn optimisation problem. 
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Each unit has been constructed around: 
• Theory sections, to consolidate the conventional k cturc: 
• Worked example sections, to teach the methods of <mlculus; 
• Motivating examples, including mathematical "gmr1cs'', experimental elements 
and mathematical models~ and 
• Test sections, to enable students to assess their own strengths and weaknesses 
and to allow the teacher to monitor individual progress. 
The units are designed to allow the students complete control over their route 
th rough the tutorial. The course for which these units are part, is mainly assessed in a 
conventional way. The test section of each unit can be taken at any one of three levels 
to cater for a spectrum of ability. The test offers different types of help at each level. 
Students can stan a topic at the easiest level and progress to the hardest level as they 
gain in confidence. 
The students' marks and test answers are recorded so that the teacher can monitor 
their progress. Students who arc working well arc sent encouraging messages Tho c 
who are in difficulty arc detected early in the year and given extra attention fly 
viewing the recorded answers, the teacher is able to identify the source of a student's 
problem and send an appropriate message. 
Funding from the Department of Trndl.! and Industry and a number of lc.:ading 
13ri ti sh firms led to an extension of the original CALM Project in 1990. Course' arc 
hus hcen authored ut the level of Scottish I lighcr in Mathematics which 1s within core 
/\ Level Mnlhemntic~ thus providing some pre-university material It includes 
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trigonometry, basic algebra, analytic geometry, differontinticm. nnd elementary 
probability. This new coursewarc builds on the experience gained in the earlier 
project and contains a number or cxtm features. Using the versati le authoring 
language J\uthorwarc the topics arc covered with: 
• a new section (in each topic) of self-assessment questions which are designed 
to provide rapid feedback to right and wrong answers; 
• linking between appropriate theory, worked examples and self-assessment 
sections; 
• enhanced graphical displays and more animated sequences; 
• an overview of each topic and a better help system; and 
• a more nexible unit test. 
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2.5.2 Knowledge-Based Computer Instruction Syst<•m (KllCIS) 
The Knowledge-Based Computer Instruction Syskm (KBCIS) is developed by Fan, J. 
P., Mak, T. K. and Shue, L. from the University of Wollongong, Australia. This 
system was designed as an eITcctive teaching-learning and e~nminntions tool for large 
Accounting classes. The design of this system incorporates the knowledge-based 
system approach, which enables this system to store problem solution knowledge and 
utilise it for marking problems of the same nature but of different settings, and with a 
great nexibility. 
Specifically, th is system provides lecturing material , exercise problems, help, 
hints, and solution procedures, which can be accessed by students according to their 
abi lity and the criterion set by the lecturer-in-charge. Based on a representative 
problem, the system is able to generate similar problems with different settings and 
parameter values, and mark the answers from students accordingly. Feedback for each 
problem could be provided if needed. The system can access the student log to 
monitor the performances of each individual student in a class, and help the lecturer to 
detenninc the proficiency status for each topic. This real lime analysis also makes it 
possible for the lecturer to pre-set performance criterion to determine the status of a 
student , and hence provide appropriate topic and exercise problems 
The principle objective in designing the KBCIS is to enhance and extend the 
current teaching-learning function of lnrgc J\ccou11t1ng subjects, so that the traditional 
constra int or tcuching und lcuming through personal contact between students. 
lecturers, or tutors can be minimised. It is envisaged that through this system, the 
rcquin:mcnts of' locnlity ond timing for delivering l.ubjcct material can be greatly 
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reduced or even eliminated in some cases. The gonls in developing this system 
encompass three aspects of teaching: lesson delivery. e'1nluation. and feedback. 
Under lesson delivery, it is intended for the system to lessen the dependency 
of students on formal classroom teaching and tutoriaJ exercises. The present and past 
lecturing material and tutorial material should be made available to students for 
retrieval at anytime. In addition, it is vital for the system to be able to automatically 
generate exercise problems for a given topic, and have the capability to mark the 
answers properly and instantly. In this way, the system will allow students to practice 
with a wide range of problems to raise their proficiency and hence alleviate the 
demands for consultation requests. The specific goals in this area are to: ( I) make 
available lecturing and tutoring material for retrieval by students at anytime, (2) 
generate exercise questions upon requests from students, and (3) mark answers from 
students properly and instantly. 
Under evaluation, the system must be able to facilitate the development of 
examination questions with flexibility nnd efficiency. The types of questions which 
may be developed include the traditional stand alone questions, and the questions with 
more than one level of structure. In addition, regardless of the types of questions, the 
s stem must be able to mark answers from students with any scheme as is currently 
used by lecturers. One particular emphasis in this part is the abi lity for the s. stem to 
provide pm1ial credi t for the portions of u question which arc correctly answered. ror 
pcrsonul cvnluutiun, the system must be able to determine, just like n lecturer, if a 
~ tudc11t is good enough to go lo the next topic or needs to practice more wi th the 
c11rrc11t topic. or needs to go bnck to an earlier topic. The spcci fie goals for this part 
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are to: ( 1) provide a flexible and cflicicnt plat form for d<.!vdoping examination 
quest ions, (2) provide an evaluat ion plntfonn for dc\'d oping tl e:xible marking 
schemes, and (3) provide a monitoring mechanism to mcnsurc progress of students. 
Under feedback, the system must be able to explain why an answer is wrong, 
and indicate the source material for students to refer to, and, if necessary, provide the 
step-by-step problem solving procedures for those who repeatedly fail the same 
question. In catering for the needs of each individual student, the system must 
maintain a complete operation and performance records for every student, which 
includes the amount of time each student spends for each topic, the number of times a 
student tries a topic and the marks for each problem. With these, the system can 
identify those students who arc underperforming, or arc not participating enough, and 
notify the lecturer to initiate necessary actions before it becomes too late. The specific 
goals for this part are to: ( 1) provide reference information for problems which ore 
wrongly answered, (2) indicate problem solving steps if necessary, and (3) collect 
performance statistics of students to help lecturers to identify problem areas or 
individual students who need help. 
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3.1 Fact Finding Tcchnlc1ucs 
Information regarding the needs, views and suggcstions of possible ICALs are 
collected for further analysis. Before perfonning the detail analysis of the requirement 
for the learning system, facts have been gathered from: 
a) Reading 
Reading had been done to look for current existing ICALs or its equivalents. 
Journals, articles and books from the libra ry arc referred to for information. 
b) The Internet 
The Internet is the largest information warehouse in the world. As such, it is 
used to get informntion on the same or similar system. Primari ly, the Internet 
played an important role during fact gathering. Searching through the Internet 
yielded a lot of uscf ul materials. 
c) Observation and Experience 
In this process, the analyst relates his observations and experiences to the 
system. My experience as a Oiology student helps me to undcrstnnd the 
pedagogical issues behind the learn111g of Biology In uddition, it provides 
some understanding of the need~ of' !'tudents und whot a CA I, can do for them 
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3.2 Requirements Analysis 
This section consists of two sub-sections, which nrc thl.! functional requirement and 
non-functional requirement. 
3.2.1 Functional Requirement: 
This section is focus on the topic of how the ICAL application interacts with its 
operating environment. The best way to develop and maintain a large program is to 
construct it from smaller pieces each of which is more manageable than the original 
program. The technique is called "divide and conquer". 
There arc 2 main sections to the proposed learning system: 
I. Study Sc:c:t 10 11 
This section will contain mostly information in the form of text and graphics. This 
section's function would be to provide information to the student , much 11 1..c a 
lecture would. 
2. Datahusc: ,\'ect 1011 
The database ·t:ctton 1s considered the intelligent component of the system It is 
here that users will be able to interact with the system. This section can act n. a 
place where users cu 11 gauge how much they have actually learnt bcs1dc;s 
gathering funhcr knowh!dgi.: or thi.: subject Also. this ~cction can act us a 
storehouse of \..11owlcdgc for the user us they cnn introduce additional mfonnat1on 
to the datuba,c. and conic hm;k Inter to retrieve thut knowledge 
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3.2.2 Non-Functional Requirement: 
The system development is constrained by non-functional requirements. 
a) Portabil ity: 
Portabi lity is the capability of a system to operate on difTcrent platfom1s. At the 
moment, the learn ing system can only support the Windows platfonn. 
b) Scalabil ity: 
The abi lity of the system to migrate to other machines, which is greater or lesser 
power without many changes to the system itself. 
c) User-friendliness: 
Users may fi nd it difficult to operate the system if the design of the interface is not 
user-friendly enough. Opinions from target users would be invaluable to design a 
better interface. 
d) Flexibility: 
This feature is regarding the capability of the system to adopt new technologies 
and resources as well as implementations in a changing environment. 
c) Unity of system: 
The ent ire system should oppcnr as n single working environment so that it wtll 
give the system o sense of stuhil ity This will Ill turn gumer trust from u~c rs 
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f) Reliabil ity: 
/\ measurement of how a disaster could afTect the system. /\ s stem is considered 
reliable as long as it docs not cause dangerous or irrccovcmbh! dnmngc. 
g) Maintainability: -
The system would be developed by means of a modular or top-down approach. A 
large or complex routine is broken into smaller and manageable modules. This is 
especially evident in the tutorial section where the knowledge base is separated 
from the inference engine. This wi ll ensure good maintainability in the future. 
h) Understandability: -
Coding in the program should be clear and understandable to other programmers. 
The program would contain adequate comments as pointers for future 
programmers for the system. 
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quickly create complex paging and navigation structures. RTF te:xt cnn lx· 11\l(Xlrtc<l 
into the framework icon and Authorwarc wi ll nutomnticnll. ~ct up n mult1-pngc 
navigation system. Full support for hypertext also mnkcs for intcrncttvc, highly 
navigable applications. I lypcrtext can easily link to text, grnphic. , . ounds, digi tal 
movies, or other locations in the application. Besides that, this software provides a 
great deal of modularity, and this is a definite plus for good programming. 
All these factors make a Authorwarc a good software to program an effective 
learning tool which certainly has to incorporate multimedia features as well as the 
hypertext capability. 
3.3.2 Visual Prolog S. I 
Prolog was originally designed to be an Al language, and it is very well suited for 
expert systems and similar Al applications. Frame or rule-based systems, forward or 
backward chaining, pattern-matching systems, and constraint-resolution systems; all 
arc natural and elegant expressions of Prolog's underlying semantics. 
Prolog is what is known as a declarative language. This means that given the 
necessary facts and rules, Prolog wi ll use deductive reasoning to sol e our 
programming problems. This is in contrast to tradi tional computer languages, such as 
C, OASIC nnd Pnscnl, wluch nrc proccdurul lungunges. In u procedural lnngungc, the 
programmer must provide step hy step instructions thut tell the computer exactly how 
to solve n uiven problem. In other words, the progrummer must know how to sol c 
the prohlc.:m h<.:forc the computer cun do it. The Prolou progrummer. on the other 
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hand, only needs to supply a description of the prohkm and the ground mks for 
solving it. 17rom there, the Prolog system is lcfl to dctcnninc how to find a solut ion. 
Because of this declarative (rather than procedural) approach, well-known 
sources of errors such as loops that carry out one too many or one too few operations 
are el iminated right from the start . Prolog encourages the programmer to start with a 
well-structured description of the problem, so that, with practice, Prolog can also be 
used as both a specification tool, and the implementation vehicle for the specified 
product. 
Y ct, the strengths of Pro log extend far beyond the boundaries of J\ I. The high 
level of abstraction, and the ease and simplicity with which complex data structures 
arc represented, allow a declarative approach to programming that benefi ts any 
discipline or problem solving strategy. 
For this reason, Visual Prolog has also been widely used to make 
administrative applications, advanced database management , planning and scheduling 
systems and much more. 
In Prolog, the number of program lines required to solve a given problem is 
typ1cnlly only 11 fraction of thut required hy u procedural progmmmmg language like 
C or Pnscnl. Clcnrly th is is plus poi11t , und since the code 1s easier to modify, ongomg 
ll'll\llllClllll\CC would he c11s1e1 
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Prolog C or Pasr.al 
l:xpert Systems 10 
Paraers I C omp1lo r:; 8 
08 Apphcat1ons 5 
Profoss1onal UI 3 
Business Appl 3 
f igure 3-1 : Comparison between Prolog and C/Pascal 
Furthermore, the proposed system would need to include an intelligent 
database section. Visual Prolog would be the most suitable software to be used to 
program this section. 
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3.4 System Requirement~ 
3.4.1 Hardware 
The learning system would be n Windows application tht\l would be able to be 
operated on typical stand-alone computers. One of the more specific hardware 
requirements is a CD-ROM/noppy drive. To fully appreciate its multimedia 
capabilities, a VGA monitor is recommended. 
3.4.2 Software 
1t is important that the package developed does not require any runtime version of 
additional system software, as this would definitely be a negative factor. Students 
would be greatly discouraged to use the package since he has to incur additional costs 
so as not to infringe upon the copyright act. Moreover, schools would huvc to think 
twice before embarking on using computer as a teaching aid if too many restrictions 
arc imposed on the usage of the system. 
As such, the system should be able to run as a stand alone executable 
application. All the software it requires is the Windows 95/98 operating system. 
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4.0 SYSTEM DESIGN 
4.1 Hierarchy of the system contents 
The design if the system would take into consideration thnt this is a system that 
focuses on being an effective learning tool. This learning tool must be able to relate 
facts, graphics, rules and text to help the understanding of the student. 
Generally, the system wi ll consist of 2 main sections· 
• Study Section 
• Database Section 
We wi ll use a Pyramid Analysis Diagram to split up the course contents into 
manageable chunks. These chunks would then be combined into modules. After that , 
the order in which to develop them and the media can be decided. 
Learning System 
Study Section 
Text 
Gruphics Fucts 
h111 ts 
Figure 4- t · Pyrnmid Anulysis Dingrnm 
Datnbase 
Section 
Ruic~ 
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4.1.1 Study Section 
The study section would contain lecturing materials such us noh!!'\, The: nQtcs will not 
consist of text alone but will be accompanied \ ith numerous 11lustrm1ons and 
graphics. This multimedia approach will help to better explain fncts. In fact. some part 
of the notes can be "spiced up" with interesting facts that relate to our e\eryday life. 
Aside from drawing the student ' s attention, this relat ion of facts would surely 
improve the understanding of the !>tudent, as suggested by the elahoru11011 hypothe.,·1s 
(Craik & Tulving, 1975). 
Besides that, some of the more important tenns found in the text would be 
hypcrl inked to their corresponding descriptions and defin itions. The use of hyperte:-:ts 
enables the student to sec the relationships between tcnninologies and conccpL4.i. This 
wi ll help build the student 's knowledge and vocabulary required for understanding or 
the course. 
4.1.2 Database Section 
The database section wi ll be designed to be a storehouse of knowledge for the 
pertaining subject. The user wi ll be able to store and retrieve infonnation from this 
dutubase. It will be designed in such u way that it has a default set of infonnation. 
I lowever, the system will be libcml in the sense thnt it allows the user to chnngc the 
fuels pre cnt in the system. This fcu tu re wi ll ullow the user to udd additional facts or 
retract obsolete infonnntion from the system. Not only thut. tht ~ section will net a~ a 
medium in which the user cun uctuully test out their knowledge of the subject Smee tl 
will he deStHncd to he hnth 1nternctivc and non-ltncnr, it would hopefully funhcr 
enrich the leuminu experience of the user. 
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4.2 Knowledge Databnse Design 
The design of the knowledge database used in the Datnhnse Section has two tr1nin 
components. They arc the classification of datn and the dntn set itself. Both of these 
two have to be there to complement each other. 
4.2.1 C lassificat ion Module 
The knowledge database wi ll be designed 1nttially with a simple classification 
template. This classification template wi ll then be improved and focused towards the 
needs of the system. This module wi ll prove to be the more important module 
between the two as it's design will affect the way data is represented. Think of it as a 
framework for processing data. A change in the structure of this classification module 
would mean changing the way data would be represented on the system. As such, it 
should be designed carefully to not require further changes in the future. This would 
make the system stable and dependable. 
4.2.2 Datu Module 
With the classification module in place, the system will still remain incomplete 
without the data to full y represent the information that needs to be shown. Data must 
be put in according to the structure of the clnss1tication module. Any deviation from 
the given structure, and the data muy be rendered totally useless. 
The data module will then be titted wi th cortain fonturcs that will cnuhlc 1t to 
mampulatc the datobuse of the system Besides huving u dcfuult set of data, the system 
should l>c uhlc to introduco 11dd1tio1111l dutu ns well us hcing ublc to remove old and 
obsolete clntn This wi ll ensure n system thnt 1s dy1111m1c nnd versatile 
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4.3 Interface Design 
Usability in an interface design is very important lfthc usnhilit is good, th~ interlace 
becomes ' invisible' to the cnd -u~c r and they arc kft to get on ' ith the task nt ha11d, 
Contrariwise, bad interfaces stand out as the end-user docs batt le with them in order 
to get the tasks done. I lcncc, the most important design objective is to make the 
computer system as invisible as possible, so all the user needs to concentrate on are 
the task he/she wishes to pcrfon,, 
In order to be usable, an interface needs to do several things: 
• Support the end-users tasks 
• Provide clear and unambiguous feedback 
• Provide infonnation in terms the end-users can understand and interpret 
• Be clear and easy to navigate 
• Clearly show where the end-user 1s going 
• Allow input to be easily entered 
Based on the issues stated abo e, the proposed system would include intcrfucc 
features such as pull down menus. These menus will be placed near the top of the 
screen, much like the familiar pull down menus found in most Windows programs 
This should be done consistently so the users would not huvc to look for them . These 
menus will function ns nuvigutors throughout the system, und they will gi c the 
system u non-lineur nnv1gut1on. nllowmg the user to move to nny purt of the system 
with ensc. Besides thnt , n text-bused input system wi ll nlso be used to faci litate 
infonnntion retrieval nnd t111nslbr, rnustly in the Dutuhusc Section. 
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Figure 4-2: I\ Mnin Menu Nnvigution Flowchnn 
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fs.o SYSTEM IMPl ,EMEN'i'ATll>N AND TESTING 
' I 
-
After the design of an entire system, the next logicnl tnsk would be the coding of the 
system. The primary goal of this task is the production of a simpk. clear source code 
with internal documentation. Doing this will case the processes of verification, 
debugging, testing, modification and further enhancement. 
5.1 Development Environment 
The development environment of a system has a certain impact on the actual 
development of the system. Using the suitable hardware and software will speed up 
the system development and it's pcrfonnance. The hardware and software tools used 
arc as fol lows 
5.1.1 Hardware 
The hardware used in developing the system: 
• Pentium 11 - 266 Ml lz powered stnnd-alone PC 
• Generic noppy disk drive 
• Generic hard disk 
• CD-ROM drive 
• Standard input/output devices 
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5.1.2 Software 
The software used in developing the system: 
• Microsoft® Windows 95 
• Microsoft® DOS 
• Visual Prolog 5.1 
• Microsoft Image Composer 
5.1.3 Software Tools Used to Produce Report 
The process of documentation is JUSt as important as the actual development of the 
system itself. Therefore, suitable sollwarc must be used to enable proper as well as 
easy documentation. To this end, a most widely used word processor was chosen: 
• Microsoft® Word 97 
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5.2 Progra m Development 
S.2.1 Reviewing the Progrnm Documentation 
Before proceeding with the coding of the system, the progmm documentation, which 
was recorded earl ier, should be reviewed. The requirements. nnalysis are all looked at 
again to reacquaint the developer with the initial objectives and targets for the system. 
By doing this, any need of possible changes or reinforcements to the requirements and 
targets can also be detected. The documentation should then be updated with the most 
recent findi ngs to refl ect the additional infonnation and experience gathered thus far. 
5.2.2 De!ligning the Program 
At th is stage, the basic structure of the program is designed. The design is laid out 
carefully to help to maintain the focus when implementing the coding later on. r urthcr 
brninstonning sessions might be necessary to improve the design. 
5.2.3 Coding the Program 
This is the most exhaustive of the all the development stages as it entai ls the creation 
of possibly hundreds of lines of codes, and then reviewing and changing those same 
lines of codes over and over again. Prototypes of the program arc created, tested and 
reviewed countless times. After that, it will be sent back to the drawing board again to 
he redesigned and re-coded. When the codes arc finalised, the ~ystcm will be tested 
ngain as a whole 
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5.2.4 Testing the Program 
The program is tested for errors and bugs, nnd if nny nrc found . nnt~d nnd " ill be 
corrected when returning to the coding phase. Different users nre reeled m to help test 
the system's many aspects. 
5.2.5 Document the Program 
f- inally, the development of the program is documented, complete with the successes 
of the program as well as the challenges and failures faced. 
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5.3 Program Coding 
5.3.1 Coding Approach 
In this system's coding, it docs not involve ony procedures (nlso known as algorithms) 
found in conventional programs. Instead, it involves rules that use facts to infer new 
information. This is mainly due to the use of the programming language, in this case 
Visual Prolog. 
The coding style is an important attribute of the source code and it detennines 
the intell igibili ty of a program. For example, an easy to read source code helps to ease 
the maintenance and enhancement of the system. Some of the elements of coding 
style include: 
• Internal (source code level) documentation 
• Methods for data declaration 
• Approach to statement construction 
Code documentation begins by deciding that rules in the same cntcgory should 
be placed together. This wi ll ensure the connectivity and neat organi11lt1on of the 
program. The use of indentations and empty lines can help to distinguish comment 
from the actual code. 
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I. Internal Documentation 
Internal comments provide a clear guid<.! during the mnintcnnm·c nhnsc (.) f the 
system. Comments provide the developer with n mt.:nns of l' OlllnHm1cnting with 
other readers of the source code. Statements of purpose indicating the function of 
the module and a descriptive comment that is embedded within the body of the 
source code is needed to describe proccssmg functions. This will greatly help 
others \vho want to understand the workings of the system. 
2. Naming convention 
Naming convention provides easy ident ification for the programmer. The naming 
convention is created with coding consistently and standardization in mind. 
3. Modularity 
In order to reduce complexity and to facil itate change, parallel development of 
di fferent parts of a system is encouraged. This way, each cluster of code wi ll be 
independent of each other and can possibly be modified without the need to 
greatly modify other modules of code. 
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5.3.2 Coding for the Study Section 
The main focus of the Study Section is to disscminntc infonnmion to the user. As 
such, an attractive and simple to tL<;e Graphics User lntcrfncc (GUI) is designed for 
this purpose. A fow important features of Vistrnl Prolog ' er~ in. trumental in the 
development of this section. 
The Application Expert was used to generate n new project for the system. 
When a new project is generated, it will automatically set up all the basic tools like a 
help file, toolbars, menus, etc. The basic source code for this application template was 
generated automatically. 
Also, the VPl (Visual Programming Interface) was selected as the UI (User 
Interface) strategy for this section. This provides access to a set of Code Experts, 
resource editors, and additional VPl-spccific predicates, definitions, and libraries. 111c 
resource editors are used to define, layout, and edit windows, dialogs, menus, tool 
bars, help bars, string tables, icons, cursors, bitmaps, and run time on-line help. From 
these, Code Experts generate the necessary Prolog source code framework to present 
these components in some presentation space (i.e. in a window). This framework is 
ready to be compiled, linked, and nm. 
To properly shape the system, windows nnd dialogs had to be added and used 
to convey the mfrm11ntion thut needs to be conveyed I !ere is where the Code Fxpcrt~ 
come m The code experts of V1suul Prolog cnn help to create stnndard11cd code to 
initintc events, open windows, close windows, creole buttons, nctivatc menus nnd 
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the codes and a little extra coding to complete the Study St:ction 
The codes for the Study Section arc divided into four separate code modules. 
They arc BIOLOGY PRO, PICTU RE.PRO, STUDY PRO, and VPITOOLS.PRO. 
The BIOLOGY.PRO module acts as the main module for the entire system. It 
1s here that the coding for the pull down menus arc created. For example, the 
fo llowing codes are used to create the Study Section's main window when the pull 
down menu labeled "Study" is clicked. 
task_w1n_eh(_Uin .e_Henu(1d_Sys tem_study ._ShiftCtlhl t) . O) · - I . 
w1n_main_w1ndow_Create(_Yin) . 
I . 
Next, the PICTURE.PRO module is used to store infonnation regarding the 
pictures that will be displayed. lnfonnation such ns the size of the picture and the 
location of where it is to be displayed arc kept here. The fo llowing code w1 II display a 
picture with ccnain specified parameters in a windo' . 
win_pic turel_eh(_Win . e_Update(_UpdateRct) . 0) - 1. 
Pic ture • p1c t_GetFromRes( 1db_ p1c turel) . 
ClntRCT•w1n_GotCl1ontRcx:t (_U1n) . 
p1ct_Ge t S1zo (P1c turo . lhdth . lknghl Sizo) 
p1c t_Draw(_U1n . P1c ture .ClntRCT . 
ret(O . O. U1dth . Ho19ht) . rop SrcC'opy) , 
p1ot_Oostroy(Ptctur~) . 
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STUDY.PRO is the module used to store all the textual infonnntwn thnt ts to 
be displayed. To display the text, a Static Text cont rol i ~ u:\cd An c '\:utnpk of t h~ 
codes is as fo llows. 
win_s tudyl_eh (_U1n . e_Creat e(_) . O) .- ' . 
win_Cr eat eCon t r o l( wc_Text . rc t(76 . 88 . 313 . 154 ) . "Textmessage 
" . _Ui n . [ ws f _AhgnLe f t ] . idct_studyla) . 
I . 
The VPITOOLS.PRO module is automatically generated when invoking the 
Application Expert . This is a module intended to include the tool~ selected in the 
Application Expert. 
5.3.3 Coding for the Dntabasc Section 
The Database Section will be more complex internally when compared to the Study 
Section as it will involve input, output, knowledge representation, knowledge 
inferencing and other interactive functions. 
This section will be created as a separate project usmg Visual Prolog's 
Application Expert . The UI (User Interface) strategy chosen for the creation of this 
section is the EasyWin Ul strategy. It is usually used for small application!! that do not 
need uny user interface other than the "current read device", from wluch it reads input, 
and the "current w11te <le ice", to wl11ch it sends output 
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Because this section is written as a separate application. special code hns to~ 
written to integrate it with the other section. The fo llowing is the code used to cnll and 
run the Database Section from the main pull down m<.:nu. This code is found in 
BIOLOGY.PRO, which is the main module for the entire system. 
tas k_wi.n_eh (_T.J1n . e_Menu(1d_Sys tem_1nunune_database,_ShiftCtlhlt), O) :-
! ' 
W=win_GetParent(_Win) . 
vpi_CreateProcess (W . "1mmune_s . exe" , "" , vs f_Restored) , 
! . 
The ent ire collection of source code for the Database Section is kept in a file 
named IMMUNl: S.PRO. To accept input from the user, two standard predicates arc 
normally used. The rem/111 predicate reads characters from the current read device 
which is the keyboard as default unti l it reads nn ASCII carriage-return character 
(ASCII 13). The readcl1ar predicate reads a single character from the current read 
device (which is the keyboard, unless changed via readdcvice). 
0 11 the other hand, to display input for the user to sec, a single predicate is 
used. The wr11e predicate ' ri tes the given co11stn11ts or variables in the current 
window or on the current writl! device. For example: 
vr1 to("IleM ". Itom) 
nl 
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To change the facts provided with the system, two othl.!r predit·nt~s n~ used. 
The assert predicate inserts a Fact in the matched rnternnl dn tnhn~t' nlll!r nny othl.!r 
stored facts for the corresponding predicate. Corrl.!spondingly, the rt•rracr prt!dieate 
deletes the first Fact in the database that matchc. the given Fnct 
However, to store thl.! information and the dianges made to it, a file has to be 
used for keeping the facts. Tl11s text file will he accessed at the beginning of the 
program to load up the facts into the database. The consult predicate reads facts from 
the text file and asserts them in the unnamed dntubase. And after making changes to 
the database, the changes need to he saved on that same file too, so that when it is 
accessed later, the changes can be seen. To do that, the save predicate is used. It saves 
facts from the default database section (declared without a name) into the text file 
with the specified filename. 
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After the coding has been completed, the system has to he put to the test. The Study 
Section is first tested to ensure all the pull down menus arc wmkmg properly. The 
items displayed in the windows are tested to make sure that they are displayed 
correctly. 
Then, the Database Section is tested. To test this section, the facts of the 
original data arc first put through the system. Once the results are found to be 
positive, the system will be further tested with "dummy" data. The purpose of using 
these "dummy" datn is to find out if the system is actual ly getting the correct results as 
a product of intelligent reasoning. Even though the system may be correct in those 
first few cases, there may be some concern that similar successes might not be 
achieved for other cases, unless the underlying mechanism is proved to be correct. 
Besides that, the use of the "dummy" data can also ensure that the system will 
be able to accept input from the user correctly und make the appropriate changes to 
the system's database. 
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... I 6.0 SYSTEM EVALUATION AND CONCLtJSION 
At the end of the development cycle, this progrnm 1s c nluntcd to be potential in 
ful filling the CXJX!Ctations, aims and objectives stated earlier. l lowcver, due to project 
constraints and further thoughts, there arc stil l some lingering limitations to the 
system Thi s chapter concludes the thesis by describ ing the evaluation results of this 
system. 
6.1 Problems Encountered and Their Solutions 
6.1. 1 Oifficulty in Choosing H Suitable Progrnmming Language 
Ini tially, when choosing for a suitable programming language to code this system, l 
encountered a problem. There were just too many programming languages in the 
market to choose from and all of them looked equally promising. 
However, I narrowed them down into a few, based on the infomHltion I 
gathered regarding their common usage. Finally, I settled w ith Visual Prolog 5. 1 
because of one main reason - the declarnti e nature of Prolog With Prolog, the 
knowledge base that I planned to create can be properly structured and easily 
muintaincd 
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6.1.2 Inexpe rience Using the Programming Languuge 
Although I chose Visual Prolog 5.1 to be used as the progrnmming lnngunge of this 
system, I was not particularly fami liar with it. After spending years of study into C++ 
and Pascal (which are all procedural languages). I could not quite grasp the 
declarative concept of Prolog. This is compounded with the fact that Visual Prolog 
5.1 is actually even more complex than the original Prolog. 
However, after reading some more material , l began to tinker with the 
language. After a certain period of time spent to get to know the language, I was 
finally able to get a foothold on the basics of this powerful language. rinally, after 
gaining further experience and wi th the help of the Code Experts featured on Visual 
Prolog 5.1, I was able to create a stand-alone application using this language. 
6.1.3 Determining the Scope of the System 
The field of Biology is immensely wide. To pack everything into this learning system 
is plainly impossible. Because of that, a proper scope has to be chosen to properly 
showcase the abi lities of this system without focusing on too many areas of the 
subject. Leaming of this subject cannot be too general and must contain some detail. 
And because detai l is required, the scope must be further reduced to match the 
workload needed to complete this system with the time frame provided 
Therefore, the topic nf "l11111nmc System" wus chosen s111cc it is n compulsory 
topic m most B1ology lessons cspecmlly for the A-Levels. 13c:,1dcs, 1t 1s an intcrestmg 
topic frequl!ntl y discussed nmong co11u11011 people. 
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6.1.4 My Level of Knowledge of the Subject 
Although I have been a student of Biology, 1 nm hy no means nn ~'\~rt . Sn, my 
understanding of the subject might not be completely nccuratc. Because of that, the 
credibil ity of the system might be affected because there mny be incorrect infonnation 
present in the system. 
The solution for this is found in research. To obtain the infonnation required, 
much research was done regarding the subject. Many books and reputable Internet 
websites were visited to gamer as much infonnation as possible. 
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6.2 System Strengths 
6.2.1 Friendly User Interface 
This system will utilise a familiar Windows interface that has been proven to be rather 
user fri endly. The pull down menu and buttons arc found at their usual locations. 
Input is done via the keyboard and wouldn't require too many keystrokes. Basically, 
the user interface would be quite intuitive and fri endly but at the same time not too 
flashy or distracting. 
6.2.2 Ease of Expansion 
Because the facts of the Database Section arc stored on u separate file, any 
modifications or expansions to the facts can be done easily and without recompilation 
of the entire system. In fact, changes to the facts can be done while the system is still 
running. 
Furthennore, this text file which stores the facts can be modified easily by n 
computer sawy person with a simple text editing software. I lowcvcr, certain rules 
must be observt.xl when modifying the text file. They arc: 
- no upper-case characters except in double-quoted strings 
- no spnccs except in double-quoted strings 
- no comments 
- no empty lines 
- no symbols without double quotes 
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6.2.3 System Has a Dynamic Da tabase 
With the abi lity to modify and insert new information into the dntahn~c of tht~ gy~tcm, 
the user can actually use the system to store new and updated knm ledge regarding 
the subject provided the structure of the knowledge remain. the same. With this 
feature, the system can actually "grow" and "mature" as the knowledge of the user 
increases. Conversely, any obsolete information can be nu. hed out of the system \\ith 
no trouble at all. 
6.2.4 lntcrnctive Environment 
/\s a plus point, the abil ity to modify the facts in it ially provided with the system 
actually gives this system an interactive "feel". Because of this interactive 
environment, users arc more likely to use the system and learn from it, thus creating a 
better teaming environment for students. 
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6.3 System Limitations and Future Enhancements 
6.3.1 Insufficient Information Provided by the Systrm 
Mainly due to the constraints of tune, the system developed might not hu' c sufficient 
in-depth information required by most students. This is c pcc inll~ C\ idem 1 n the Study 
Section where the topics covered arc limited and few. Because of that, this system can 
only be used as a supplementary learning tool and may require funher enhancements 
to be more effective. 
6.3.2 Requires Exact Matching 
While inferencing for information while using the Database Section, the system 
would require an exact match (character for character) for a successful solution to be 
found . Any typo on behalf of the user while inputting wi ll result in a failure. This may 
be mistaken as n genuine fai lure by some users and might cause some confusion. 
6.3.3 Future Enhancements 
The list of enhancements possible for this system is only limited by the perceiving 
mind. The list of possibilities is endless. This is what mnkes the system scope so '' 1de 
in the first pince and therefore has to be limited to fit the pcrmining time frame 
Some enhancements may be mtroduccd to overcome the constraints 1mpo~cd 
previously. For cxumplc, the numhcr of topics mcluded in the Study Section can be 
mcreased to fit m more of the Bmlogy syllohus Also. the structure of the knO\ ledge 
hnsc cun he unproved und f'mther widened to nccommodutc more immune system 
components 11nd items. 
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6.4 Conclusion 
The conventional method of studying Biology has several drnwhnd.~ One of the 
main disadvantage of conventional learning techniques 1s it l'n.:qucntly causes the 
student to resort to memorizing facts. This is a poor way of lcaming and it has to be 
improved. The proposed system wi ll attempt to change this by incorporating certain 
intelligent and multimedia features. 
f-rom the research done and the literature read, it can be concluded that the use 
of Artificial Intell igence concepts in the production of Intelligent Computer Aided 
Learning Systems has great prospects. The academics concerned remain convinced 
thut further lCJ\ L packages would be of immense benefit to the learning process. 
I lowever, these ICAL pnckuges have to retain certain features such as the multimedia 
facet, the intelligence of the system and a good user interface. These wi ll all 
contribute to make learning Biology a fun and interesting adventure. 
Besides that , by the use of this software, students wi ll bl.! exposed to the world 
or computers and Artificial Intelligence. As the world moves toward the infomrntion 
technology era, more and more people arc required to be computer literate. With this 
software, not only wi ll the students learn Biology, they wi ll be sharpening their 
computational skills as well 
All in all . this S stem htts uchievcd tnost of the ohj l.!ctivcs set forth cnrltcr 
1 lowcvl.!r, hcmu n ver focusl.!d system. it wi ll not be useful if upplied t<> other fi elds 
Although it mny not he the perfect computer nidcd lcnrning environment system, it 
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I USER'S MANUAL 
I 
1.0 Insta lla t ion Inst ructions 
I. Insert the disk labeled "Installation Disk" into our llopp dri c. 
2. Doubk-cltd. on the file "lnstall.cxc" 
3. Choose a target folde r for the fil es to oc installed to and click OK. 
When ilw installation is coinplctc, go to the folder and double-click on the fi le 
"Biology.cxc" to start the application. 
2.0 O perating Instructions 
2. t Study cction 
• To go to the Study Section, use the menu: System I Study 
\!i Biology · · ·:: · : · · .. . : :-_ 
fi le 
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• ln the study section, use the menu to navigate to different topics. For cxmnplc: 
Contents I 0 I. The Immune System 
\!s Blolo - Main Window] 
\Q i!.Jfit!fid Window 
01. The llT'lll\lrle System 
02. Markers of Self 
03. Markers of Non-Self 
04. Organs of tho lmnuKl S)l'.Stom 
05. Cel ls of the Immune System 
06. B Cells 
07. Antibody 
00. T Cells 
09. Natural Killer Cells 
10. Phagocytes Md Graiulocytes 
11. Complement 
12. Mounting cri Immune Response 
13. Immunity: Short- and Long-Tenn 
2.2 Immune Datab:lsc Section 
• To open the Database Section, use the menu: System I Immune Database 
Biology 
f l le fdlt E@rl Window 
Study 
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• Once the Database Section window is open, follow the on-scrccn instructions to 
properly use the system. When asked for input , pknsc do ohs~r\'~ thnt urn)(!r-cns~ 
characters and lower-characters arc treated as di ITcrcnt characters. 
• When the program ends, please click the control on the top right of the window to 
close the window. 
. .. ~-·· -.. -.. . • l!!ll!J El 
_J 
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